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Presentation Notes
Good morning. My name is Jenny Kinniff, and I’m the Public Services and Outreach Librarian for Special Collections at the George Washington Univerisity Libraries. I’m here today to talk about a project involving QR codes, and how we were able to create a lasting resource for the campus community on a shoestring budget.



How it began 
 Foggy Bottom 100 Campus Centennial celebration 

Woodhull House, 1912 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2012 marked the centennial of George Washington University’s presence in the Foggy Bottom neighborhood of Washington DC. GW has existed since 1821, but only since 1912 in the current location of its main campus.)The university decided this was an anniversary worth celebrating. They asked the Special Collections Research Center to participate in the planning of historically minded events for the year. In addition to supporting other projects, we chose to offer a QR code based historic walking tour as our main contribution to the centennial. It would address the need for projects during the celebrations, but would also continue on long after the anniversary year concluded.



About the project 
 QR codes on 10 historic buildings around campus 
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The historic walking tour consisted of 10 historic locations around campus. We placed QR codes on these blue signs that mark each campus building, and when a building didn’t have one of these we tried to find the next best place (negotiated this with Facilities) 



About the project 
QR codes link to mobile 
sites with multimedia info 

Home page:  Explains the 
project 
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Scanning a QR code with a barcode reader app leads users to a mobile site with information about the building, historic images of it on Flickr, and a link to a Google Map of all the sites. (image on left)We viewed the QR codes as something you would encounter in your environment and choose to explore in the moment, rather than a linear walking tour that you would follow from sites one to ten. You might look at one, two, or all ten of the sites, and you might do it in one day or over the four years you live on campus as an undergraduate. Clicking the tour logo at the top of the page brings you to an explanation of it and a list of all the buildings, for the impatient who don’t have the time to walk to each physical location (image on right).



About the project 

Read more about the site Historic images via Flickr 
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On the left is where clicking the “Read more about Woodhull House” button takes you. It is a short summary of notable facts about the building and its place in GW history. On the right is where clicking the “View Historic images of Woodhull House” button takes you—to an image of the building in our Special Collections Research Center’s Flickr photostream.



About the project 

Google Map of all sites Site selected on Google Map 
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Clicking “GW Historic Walking Tour Map” takes you to a Google Map of all the sites, and selecting any of the blue map pins will give you the name and address of that particular building, as shown on the right.



Creating content: Repurpose and Condense 

vs. 
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When deciding what content to include in these walking tour sites, our operating words were REPURPOSE and CONDENSE.-First, REPURPOSE: Although we chose to create a simple mobile site for each location, the content we used included text from our online wiki of GW and neighborhood history. We also directly link to our Flickr photostream, saving us the trouble of creating some kind of mobile interface for our photos—Flickr did that for us already.-Second, CONDENSE: Our library web developer was very helpful in reminding us that everything we wanted to share with someone via the tour would be coming at them via a tiny little screen—probably a phone or maybe, at most, an Ipad. We needed to hit the highlights and not describe in minute detail the parquet floors on the second floor or the Italianate details of the building’s exterior. You can see the difference in this slide between our GW History wiki and the condensed content we used in the walking tour.



Launch event 
 History Hunt 
 Raise awareness of 

Historic Walking Tour 
 Get people using the QR 

codes 
 Another component of the 

Foggy Bottom 100 
celebration 
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The Office of External Relations, one of our partners on the Centennial planning committee, wanted a kickoff event for the unveiling of the QR Codes. They settled on a History Hunt, where teams of participants would solve clues by visiting each location and finding the answers using the QR codes. It was kind of like an Amazing Race episode just for history nerds. The winning team received $100 per team member, and the second and third place teams also got rewards.The nice thing about this was that External Relations includes the Marketing and Creative Services Department, so they made some beautiful flyers and handouts with the clues. This was great publicity for the walking tour, and free for us! They also planned the entire event, and I just helped them to write the clues and looked over everything to make sure we got all the facts straight.I participated in the event and tweeted from our University Archives account during it. It was a success—the teams that showed up were REALLY into it. Participants  included students, staff, and neighbors—a great PR success for the university. 



Budget, shmudget 
 Library partners 
 Me (Project Manager) 
 Reference Specialist (photo research, text editing) 
 Web Developer (built mobile site) 
 Exhibits Developer (made mobile site pretty, made decals) 
 

 Campus partners 
 Campus Planning (advised on building selection) 
 Facilities (decal placement) 
 External Relations (planned and paid for History Hunt, paid for 

decal printing and installation) 
 Foggy Bottom 100 Planning Committee (bestowed legitimacy) 
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How can an archivist who lacks sophisticated website building skills or a sizeable budget make a project like this happen? By assembling a team of people with the necessary skills, good connections, and funding. Within the library I relied on our Reference Specialist for research assistance and on our Web Developer and Exhibits Developer for the technical aspects of the project. Around campus, the Campus Planning office advised on historic site selection, Facilities placed the decals in approved areas, and External Relations planned and paid for the History Hunt and also paid for the decals to be printed and installed. Being a part of the FB Centennial planning committee bestowed legitimacy on our project.We paid for nothing but our staff time. I am very conscious of the fact that staff time is not a free resource. I was able to devote time to the project, as was the Reference Specialist, because we explicitly made the FB100 Celebration (and creating the QR code project in particular) one of our goals for the year during our annual review and goal setting process in summer 2011.



Assessment and Next Steps 
 Mobile pages were viewed 

1,214 times by 184 unique 
visitors from February 2012 – 
March 2013 

 Average visit is 5:45, average 
visitor views 4 pages, spends 
almost 2 minutes on each 

 Usage spikes around history 
hunt, campus visits 

 Ongoing maintenance is 
necessary 

 Hope to add more sites and 
A/V content 
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We have done some preliminary assessment of the project. The mobile pages were viewed 1,214 times by 184 unique visitors over the past 14 months. The average time spent on a page is pretty high, which I hope indicates that we are capturing people’s attention with the content.  Usage spiked during the history hunt and during October (campus visits from parents/alumni/prospective students) and it appears to be picking up again now that the weather is improving.Ongoing maintenance: make sure decals are accessible (had to peel some stickers off of ours); replace when necessary. University rebranding meant we had to redesign and replace decals.Hope to add value to the tour over time by increasing the number of sites and by adding A/V content we may have in the archives that pertains to the buildings (snippet from an oral history?)



Tips for your QR code project 
 Build project into your annual work plan/goals 
 Partner, partner, partner, but don’t lose control of the 

process 
 Repurpose content where appropriate, tailor to mobile 
 Make it good: multiple content formats 
 See it as a long term project 
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I wanted to end by giving some tips that I learned from our QR code project:First, make sure you create time in your work to make the project a success. We did this by incorporating it into our annual goals.Next, find partners that can help make the project a success, but don’t let them take over the process. Repurpose content from existing resources, and tailor it to the new platform.Make it something people are excited about: try to use multiple content formats and make it visually appealingFinally, see it as a long term project. It will need tending over time, and you may want to add new content to bring in new visitors, or plan events to keep reminding the community that the resource exists. 



Thank you! 
 

kinniff@gwu.edu 
 
 
 

Historic images courtesy of Special Collections Research Center, GW Libraries 
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Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing your questions during the discussion.
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